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Continuous surface-relief diffractive optical elements for two-dimensional array generation (fan-out) are
designed and fabricated. Separable and nonseparable solutions for the two-dimensional element design
are compared. The phase-grating microstructures are generated by laser-beam writing lithography in a
single exposure step and converted to nickel shims by electroplating, enabling low-cost replicas to be
produced by using laboratory and commercial replication processes. Results are presented for a 9 x 9
fan-out diffractive optical element with a measured efficiency of 94% and an overall uniformity within
±8%; replicas in epoxy have the same efficiency and a uniformity of ± 15%.
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Introduction
Space-invariant fan-out optical elements split a single
laser beam into an array of quasi plane waves that can
be focused by a lens to generate an array of equally
intense light spots. Such diffractive optical ele-
ments (DOE's) have applications in optical-comput-
ing and parallel-processing systems.' The perfor-
mance requirements include high efficiency and good
uniformity of the array. Recent research has concen-
trated on the realization of multilevel elements2 and
continuous surface-relief elements.3

Continuous surface-relief microstructures repre-
sent an attractive alternative to multilevel structures
and are, in general, capable of offering higher efficien-
cy.4 They can be fabricated by laser-beam writing in
photoresist by using a high-precision scanning sys-
tem with tight control of the resist processing.5
Once this technology has been established, it can be
effectively used for the fabrication of a wide variety of
phase DOE's and other micro-optical components;
the writing procedure is a single-step process, so the
main effort in fabricating new microstructures would
be in the design and programming. The fabrication
of replicas by embossing or casting from a metal shim
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enables large numbers of elements to be generated
from a single recording.

A laser-beam writing system for the fabrication of
continuous-microrelief structures with programma-
ble complex phase profiles has been built at the Paul
Scherrer Institute in Zurich (PSIZ). The basic sys-
tem has been described in an earlier study, together
with results for one-dimensional (1-D) fan-out DOE's. 5

The theory for the design of the optimized continuous
phase-transfer function of such 1-D fan-out elements
is described in Ref. 6 and is generalized for two-
dimensional (2-D) design in Ref. 7. Here, nonsepara-
ble solutions for a range of 2-D fan-out elements are
proposed and compared with separable solutions that
are obtained by crossing two 1-D solutions. Detailed
experimental results are presented for an original
photoresist recording and a replica of a 9 x 9 fan-out
element, both of which have high efficiency and good
uniformity.

Design of Two-Dimensional Fan-Out Elements

Theory

The design process for fan-out elements consists of
two basic steps: the first leads to high efficiency, and
the second optimizes the uniformity of the generated
array of light spots with only a minimal decrease in
efficiency. In contrast to the optimization of multi-
level phase gratings described in Ref. 2, the transfer
function of the fan-out element is defined here not in
the grating plane but by the array of light spots in the
Fourier plane. This approach results in a minimum
set of parameters for the exact representation of the
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continuous phase function in the grating plane. The
parameters to be optimized are the amplitudes and
the phases of an array of point sources.

The desired field distribution in the back focal
plane of the lens (Fig. 1) can be written as

M N

U(x, y) = I E Amn exp(i(mn)(x -Xm, Y-yn), (1)
m=l n=l

where Amn is the amplitude, (4,mn is the phase, and
(Xm, Y,) is the position of the (mth, nth) spot of a 2-D
array.

The field distribution U(u, v) in the grating plane is
related to the field U(x, y) by a Fourier transform:

U(u, v)=J U(x, y)exp[2rri(xu + yv)]dxdy

M N

= T, Amn eXp(i)mn)exp[2,rri(xmu + ynV)]-
m=l1 n=1

(2)

The field U(u, v) can be written in terms of magnitude
#U(u, v) and phase T(u, v):

U(u, v) = I U(u, v) lexp[iP(u, v)], (3)

where T(u, v) = arg(U).
The irradiance distribution I(u, v) in the grating
plane can then be expressed as

M N

I(U, v) = I U(u, v) 12 = Amn 2 + AmnAm'n'
m=1 n=1 mn m n

x cos{2rr[u(xm - Xm') + V(Yn -n )]

+ (|mn - (cm'n', (4)

where m • m', n • n', and m + n < m' + n'.
The first term on the right side of Eq. (4) is

constant and equal to the mean object irradiance (I).
The second term in Eq. (4) describes the variations of
the irradiance in the grating plane. These irradi-
ance variations are intermodulation effects and are
caused by interference between the waves associated
with the M x N point sources in the focal plane. In

Fan-out
phase grating

Lens 2-D spot
array

Fig. 1. Readout of fan-out DOE to produce a 2-D array of light
spots.

the case of regular arrays the expression for the
intermodulation terms can be further simplified if the
interference terms of equal spatial frequency are
collected. We then obtain

(u, v) - ()

= 2 : : AmnAm n
mn mn

x cos[2rs[u(m - ') + v(n - n')] + Htmn - m'n'}
M-1 N-1

= 2 2 Bij cos[2irs(ui + vj) + j], (5)
i=1 j=1

where i = m - m', j = n - n', s is the distance
between two neighboring point sources, and Bij and
Sij are the amplitudes and the phases, respectively,
for one spatial frequency component of the intermod-
ulation terms.

To perfectly reproduce the desired object U(x, y),
the fan-out element must have a transfer function
proportional to U(u, v), which means an intensity
transfer function proportional to I(u, v) and a phase
transfer function equal to exp[i+(u, v)]. In order to
reach the highest efficiency a pure phase element is
chosen and the intensity transfer function is clipped
to I(u, v) = const. Clipping the intensity variations
changes the transfer function of the fan-out element
and introduces errors at readout. In order to mini-
mize these errors the intermodulation effects in the
grating plane have to be reduced as much as possible.
The optimization criterion can be formulated as

ff |j : Bij cos[2rrs(ui + vj) + i]J dudv - min.
i=1 j=1 ~~~~~~~~~~(6)

Since the intermodulation terms in Eq. (6) have
different spatial frequencies, they are orthogonal, and
the merit function of the efficiency optimization
becomes

M-1 N-1

Bj min. (7)
i=l j=l

The variables of the efficiency optimization are the
phases dmn of the point sources, given in Eq. (1), while
the amplitudes of the point sources for a uniform
fan-out are all equal (Amn = 1). The optimization
problem is solved by applying a downhill simplex
algorithm.8 As a result of the first optimization step,
a set of optimum phases KmnOPt is obtained. The
transfer function of the fan-out element, defined in
Eq. (3), is characterized by the phase-transfer func-
tion exp[i(u, v)], calculated for uniform amplitudes
and the optimum set of phases. It was found that
clipping the minimized intermodulation terms hardly
alters the high efficiency, but it reduces the unifor-
mity of the generated array.

In order to improve the uniformity of the fan-out
an additional optimization process is used. By itera-
tively changing the amplitudes of the initial point
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sources Amn slightly to Amn(0, where i is the number of
iteration loops, the resulting amplitudes of the gener-
ated array can be perfectly balanced. The second
optimization process is equivalent to the 1-D case,
which is presented in Ref. 6; it results in only a slight
decrease in the optimized diffraction efficiency from
step one. The insertion of both the optimum set of
phases kmnoPt and the new amplitudes Amn(i) in Eqs. (1)
and (2) defines the optimized phase function q4(u, v) of
the fan-out element, which generates a highly uni-
form array of spots.

Separable and Nonseparable Solutions
The above theory is used to design nonseparable
solutions for different N x N arrays. In order to
treat the most general case, no symmetries of the
N x N arrays are considered. This means that
(N x N - 1) variables dmn have to be admitted for the
efficiency optimization. The phase of one light spot
can be kept constant. The number of variables can
be a limiting factor for the optimization of large
fan-outs. Separable solutions are attractive for gen-
erating large N x N arrays in order to reduce the
computing time. In this case the object is described
by U(x, y) = F(x)F(y), and thus only the 1-D problem
has to be solved. On the other hand, if the 1-D
solution of a N x 1 array yields a diffraction efficiency
A9, the corresponding 2-D solution of the N x N array
is less efficient, namely q 2. The results for the
separable and nonseparable solutions are summa-
rized in Table 1. The efficiencies of the N x N
fan-out are shown after the first and second optimiza-
tion steps. After the second optimization the unifor-

Table 1. Optimized Efficiencies for 2-D Fan-Out Elements

Efficiency after Efficiency after
First Second

Optimization Optimization Type of
N x N Array (%)a (%)b Solution

2 x 2 64.1 64.1 Separable
2 x 2 91.8 91.8 Nonseparable
3 x 3 88.4 85.7 Separable
3 x 3 94.1 93.9 Nonseparable
4 x 4 84.6 84.4 Separable
4 x 4 95.6 95.5 Nonseparable
5 x 5 96.0 84.8 Separable
5 x 5 93.6 92.6 Nonseparable
6 x 6 86.7 78.7 Separable
6 x 6 94.0 93.0 Nonseparable
7 x 7 96.0 93.7 Separable
7 x 7 96.1 94.2 Nonseparable
8 x 8 92.5 92.1 Separable
8 x 8 95.1 93.6 Nonseparable
9 x 9 98.8 98.6 Separable
9 x 9 98.8 98.6 Nonseparable

10 x 10 96.4 91.0 Separable
10 x 10 96.5 94.1 Nonseparable
11 x 11 97.6 95.5 Separable
11 x 11 97.6 95.5 Nonseparable

aFirst optimization is the efficiency optimization.
bSecond optimization is the uniformity optimization.

mity error of the generated array is smaller than 0.1%
for all calculated solutions.

As expected, the efficiencies of the nonseparable
solutions after the uniformity optimization are al-
ways higher than the corresponding separable solu-
tions. The only exception is the 9 x 9 fan-out. It
provides the highest diffraction efficiency, and in this
special case a better solution for a nonseparable
design has not been found to our knowledge. The
results from Table 1 show that nonseparable solu-
tions are mainly of interest for N x N fan-outs with
N < 9. For larger 2-D fan-outs the separable solu-
tion already provides an efficiency higher than 90%.
It can be observed that the efficiencies of the nonsepa-
rable solutions decrease less during the second optimi-
zation step than those of the separable solutions.
The reason is that the intermodulation effects can be
better eliminated for the 2-D design.

Symmetries for the phases 4mn of the 2-D array
reduce the number of optimization variables for 2-D
nonseparable solutions. The obtained efficiencies lie
between the two limit values given by the separable
and nonseparable asymmetric solutions presented in
Table 1.

Fabrication Tolerances
The realization of these efficient 2-D fan-out elements
with the predicted small uniformity error requires
accurate fabrication of the surface-relief profile.
Figure 2 shows the computed tolerances for the relief
profile of the 9 x 9 (separable design) array of Table 1.
Errors in the relief profile are represented by an
overall linear scale factor in the profile modulation of
the microrelief. Whereas a scaling error of 1% in the
amplitude of the microrelief leads to a reduction in
efficiency of less than 0.1%, it results in a uniformity
error of almost 10%. Achieving good uniformity
thus requires accurate control over the microrelief
amplitude and profile.

Fabrication by Laser Writing
A 9 x 9 fan-out element of separable design was
fabricated by laser-beam writing. The 2-D solution
was obtained by crossing two symmetric 1-D solu-
tions, which created an element with a theoretical
efficiency of 98.6% and an almost perfect uniformity.
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Fig. 2. Computed dependence of the efficiency (solid curve) and
the uniformity (dashed curve) upon linear scaling errors in the
profile modulation for the 9 x 9 fan-out element.
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The numerical values of the optimized 1-D array are
given in Table 2. The amplitiudes and phases of the
optimum point sources for the 2-D solution are then
determined by Amn = AmAn and dymn = Am + Jn where
(i, n) = 1 ... 9. The unit cell of the optimized
phase profile for the 9 x 9 fan-out element is shown
in Fig. 3.

The optimized phase function for the 9 x 9 fan-out
element was obtained in photoresist by using the
laser-beam writing system at PSIZ, resulting in a
continuous surface-relief DOE. The basic writing
system and data processing are shown in Fig. 4, and
they are described in more detail elsewhere.59 A
resist-coated substrate is mounted on a precision
air-bearing xy translation table and is scanned under
a focused laser spot with a typical raster line spacing
of 1 or 2 ,um and a dynamic rms positioning accuracy
of 150 nm. Exposure data are computed from the
desired final microrelief and from the (measured)
resist development characteristic. Shipley AZ 1400
resist is used for film thicknesses up to 5 [um and is
developed in AZ 303 developer to obtain a relatively
linear dependence of the developed microrelief as a
function of the local exposure.6 The resist exposure
is controlled by an acousto-optic modulator driven by
custom-developed hardware that enables a complete
line of 8-bit intensity data to be synchronously clocked
out by interferometer pulses that are derived from
the table-positioning controller. The xy table scan-
ning speed is 1 cm/s, which, combined with the
deceleration and acceleration ramping overhead at
the end of each line, leads to an exposure time of 6 h
for a 10 mm x 10 mm DOE. Development of the
exposed resist film results in the required microrelief
structure, which can be then further processed to
produce a replication shim.

The periodicity of the 9 x 9 fan-out element was
chosen to be 400 [im. As the 9 x 9 fan-out element
has a slowly varying phase function (see Fig. 3), a
relatively large writing spot size and considerable
overlap of the raster scan lines can be used. This
improves the quality of the relief surface by minimiz-
ing modulation at the scan-line periodicity10 as well as
by reducing the sensitivity of the laser writing system
to vibrations. A spot size of 8 pLm (1/e intensity
points) and a raster line spacing of 2 [im were used for
this fabrication work. One unit cell of the optimized
phase function was represented by 200 x 200 pixels,
and the DOE phase data was converted into microre-
lief profile by taking into account the refractive index
n of the final microstructure material and the readout
wavelength X.

DOE's were fabricated and evaluated as original

-d_

co 
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> 
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Fig. 3. One period (unit cell) of the optimized phase profile for a
9 x 9 fan-out element.

resist recordings (n = 1.64 for X = 488 nm) and as
replicas in Epo-tek 301-2 epoxy"1 (n = 1.56 for X = 633
nm) and polyvinyl chloride (PVC) (n = 1.54 for
X = 633 nm). The modulation depth of the resulting
microstructures varied between 1.5 and 2.4 jim.
A reproducibility of approximately ±3% in the profile
depth was achieved with careful control of the resist
film preparation and the development procedure.
Because of the tight fabrication tolerances (see Fig.
2), DOE's were typically fabricated in groups of nine
with programmed 1% or 2% steps of the modulation
amplitude around the design value. The DOE with
the best uniformity was then selected from the
developed or replicated microstructures.

Replication
An important feature of DOE's recorded as surface-
relief microstructures is the ability to reproduce the
structures by replication techniques such as emboss-
ing and casting. For small quantities this can be
carried out in the laboratory with relatively simple
apparatus; low-cost mass production can benefit from
commercial replication processes for holograms and
other surface-relief structures.

All replication technologies require the fabrication
of a metal shim (a copy of the surface-relief microstruc-
ture). Figure 5 illustrates the route from the origi-
nal recording in photoresist via nickel shims to
replicas (further details can be found in Ref. 12).
The first step is to fabricate the master (first-
generation) shim by evaporating a thin silver film
(- 100-nm thick) to form a conductive coating on the
photoresist surface. A nickel shim is then produced

Table 2. Optimum Amplitudes Al and Phases go for the Nine-Beam Fan-Out (i = 1 ... 9)

i
Point-Source

Parameter 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Ai 1.059 0.957 0.987 0.998 1.022 0.998 0.987 0.957 1.059
Pi (rad) 1.772 0.135 3.887 2.455 3.142 2.455 3.887 0.135 1.772
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Fig. 4. Schematic of the software and hardware in the laser-beam writing system.
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Fig. 5. Fabrication of replicas from an initial photoresist DOE recording. Casting and hot stamping are relatively simple processes
suitable for replication in the laboratory. Roll embossing and injection moulding are industrial replication technologies suited to low-cost
mass production.
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Fig. 6. Fan-out DOE in photoresist: measured spot pattern and intensities along the central line.

by electroplating Ni to a typical thickness of 60-100
Vlm (the photoresist microstructure is destroyed on
separation from this metal copy). Subsequent gener-
ations of shims are obtained by passivating the shim
surface in dichromate and electroplating a further
copy. In general, third-generation shims are most
suitable for the replication process, since the profile
polarity is correct for producing a replica identical to
the original photoresist recording, and multiple cop-
ies can be generated from a single second-generation
shim without risking the first-generation master.

The main approaches for replication (see Fig. 5) are
the following:

Casting. High-quality replicas can be fabricated
in the laboratory by casting into a thin film of curable
epoxy (e.g., Epo-tek 301-2) coated onto a glass sub-
strate. Curing is typically thermal, although UV-
curable materials can also be used.

Embossing. Both flat-bed (stamping) and continu-
ous-roll embossing are currently used for the commer-
cial replication of surface-relief microstructures such

w 4 4

4 t*e .>.z*D A. , . 4.. o 4s 4... *

4' 4 * 4 4 4 4 4

9 4" 4. 4 * 4 �m

4 4 4 4 4 4 4

as security holograms and diffractive packaging
film.1 2'1 3 Roll embossing into thermoplastic film
(such as PVC) is capable of achieving fast replication
(up to 1 m 2/s) at low cost (down to $1/M 2). Current
hot-embossing technology has been developed for
microstructures up to 1 pum in amplitude; success-
ful replication of deeper microstructures requires
careful optimization of the materials and process
conditions.

Injection moulding. Replication using injection-
moulding processes such as those used for the produc-
tion of compact disks have been shown to produce
high-quality replicas of microrelief structures in
poly(methyl methacrylate).' 4 Although this technol-
ogy probably has the higher costs per unit area, the
basic process is well established for compact disk
production and is capable of producing excellent
replicas.

The current PSIZ laser writing system produces
recordings and shims of typically 5 cm x 5 cm in size.
These are used for laboratory replication tests and
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Fig. 7. Same as Fig. 6 but for the fan-out DOE replica in epoxy.
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Fig. 8. Profile measurements of (a) a nickle
replica in epoxy. The slight difference in the pri
tion amplitudes are due to different measuremen

small volume production by casting or ft
ing. Commercial equipment for flat
embossing of holographic microstruci
shims of typically 20 cm x 25 cm in E
embossings in PVC, such productio
generated by recombination from the
produced from the laser-written micros

Results
DOE's with 9 x 9 fan-out (separable
fabricated in photoresist by laser-bear
converted to nickel shims by electropi
cas were then produced by casting into
and by embossing into PVC sheet. ]
bined shims are currently being used f(
tion in PVC on a commercial embossing

Figure 6 shows the image recordec
camera at the back focal plane of the li
for the reconstruction from a 9 x 9 fa
photoresist illuminated by a collimate
beam ( = 448 nm). The figure show,
the reconstructed spots and the inte:

the center of a fan-out DOE unit cell.

central row (which includes the zero order). The
spot intensities were measured by using a detector
with an aperture diameter equal to one fifth the spot
spacing. Uniformity is defined as (Imax Imin)/
(Imax + Imin), where Imps and Imin are the maximum
and minimum spot intensities. The efficiency values
given are the sum of the spot intensities as a fraction
of the total light transmitted through the DOE. The
measurements for this DOE obtained an efficiency of
94% and a uniformity of ±8% over the whole 9 x 9

100 20 10 array. Within one line or one row the uniformity
was better than ± 5%.

Corresponding results for a replicated fan-out DOE
in epoxy are shown in Fig. 7. The structure was

shim and (b) the designed for a refractive index n = 1.56 (Epo-tek:files and modula-t line ositins. 301-2) and a readout at = 633 nm. The efficiency
is also 94%, but the uniformity is somewhat lower,

± 15%, which can be traced to errors in the record-
at-bed emboss- ing process leading to a relief amplitude that is deeper
;-bed and roll than the design value (cf. Fig. 2). Line surface
:ures requires profile measurements for a nickel shim and the
ize. For test replicated DOE in epoxy are shown in Fig. 8 (the
nm shims were slightly different modulation amplitudes are due to
smaller shims different measurement line positions). An atomic
;tructure.15 force microscope profile measurement of the central

140 [im x 140 Aim of the 400 pim x 400 jm unit cell is
shown in Fig. 9.

design) were
n writing and Conclusions
ating. Repli- The design of continuous-relief DOE microstructures
epoxy on glass for 2-D array generation has been investigated, and
Large, recom- the performance of separable and nonseparable solu-
or test replica- tions has been compared. Nonseparable solutions
system. are of interest mainly for N x N format with N < 9.

i by the CCD For larger 2-D fan-out structures the separable solu-
ens (cf. Fig. 1) tion already provides a satisfactory efficiency of > 90%.
n-out DOE in Fan-out DOE's have been fabricated by laser-beam
,d argon laser writing in photoresist. Replicas were produced from
3 the image of the photoresist recording by electroplating a nickel
nsities in the shim and hot embossing into thermoplastic film or by
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casting in optical epoxy. Replicated 9 x 9 fan-out
DOE's fabricated with the latter approach showed an
excellent efficiency of 94% and a uniformity of ± 15%.
The technology enables a wide variety of DOE micro-
structures to be fabricated by using a single-step
writing process and reproduced in large or small
volume at reasonable cost.
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